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Performance Evaluation of Scour Protection around a Bridge Pier through Experimental
Approach
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Abstract: Bridge pier scour threatens the stability of bridges. Several approaches practiced counterbalancing the base of piers from scour, but the use of a collar with
protection is considered as effective countermeasure. Present study examines the scour around rectangular cross-sectional pier by applying a rectangular hooked collar,
under clear water condition. Various dimensions of hooked collar wall height to hooked collar width (Hw/Hwh = 0.05 to 0.30) at the bed level are experimentally tested. To
quantify the effectiveness of the scour protection, the result of unprotected rectangular pier is referenced. Similar trend is observed in all the side wall height that by changing
the wall height from 0.3Wp scour starts increasing. Likewise, by reducing the width of the hooked collar up to 1.5Wp equilibrium scour depth is observed to be significantly
decreased. Further, the laboratory experimental runs showed that width of 1.5Wp along with side wall height of 0.3Wp is the most effective dimension for a hooked collar
which may be utilized for rectangular unprotected piers. Lastly, the most suitable configuration reduced almost 52.2% of scouring depth compared to referenced experimental
run.
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INTRODUCTION

Scouring around bridge piers is a crucial hydraulic
engineering problem. It is broadly acknowledged that
localized scouring is one of the main causes of bridge
collapse apart from structural design issues, inadequate
maintenance, and traffic overloading [1-6]. The local
scouring of a bridge pier is mainly due to the downwards
direction currents at the location of pier front. The scouring
mechanism is intensified, and the scouring pit is expanding
and wider because of a horseshoe vortex formation at the
base of the pier [5, 7-11]. Thus, proper understanding of
scouring process and more precise scour depth estimation
around pier shape is of utmost significance in Civil
engineering.
The shape of the pier is one of the key factors
commonly acknowledged as the escalation of the local
scour problems to bridges. In the development and
consolidation of the vortex formation, the shape of the pier
plays a key role [12-14]. In the past, researchers have
investigated scouring actions and the flow patterns around
circular cross-sectional piers [3, 15-18]. Likewise,
numerous scour countermeasures are utilized around
cylindrical cross secctional piers to reduce the maximum
scour depth. Investigations on piers with circular shapes
suggested that collar protection can be effective in
controlling local scour [19-25]. Furthermore, Chen et al.;
[26] examined the hooked collar performance by analysing
multiple positionings of hooked collar at pier and
comparing it with pier without any protection. In their
research, they utilized a hooked collar having 1.25W width,
0.25W hook height, and 5 mm thickness in which W is
width of pier. They noticed that it was effective to reduce
local scour by placing a hooked collar at channel bed.
Moreover, Farooq and Ghumman [27] conducted clear
bed scour experiments to investigate the influence of
various geometries of pier on the depth of final scour. They
reported that pier with octagonal cross section was
observed to be more effective in minimizing local scouring
compared to other pier shapes. Recently, Farooq et al. [28]
performed experiments to optimize the octagonal hooked
collar and assess its efficiency on octagonal cross-sectional
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pier. A collar with hook provision having width and side
wall height of 2.5Wp and 0.45Wp, respectively, was the best
in reducing scour depth for octagonal pier shape, where Wp
is the pier width.
Further, it is noticed from the literature that two pier
shapes, such as circular and rectangular, which are often
found in concrete and existing steel bridges, are the key
subject of previous studies [29-32]. However, as discussed
earlier a lot of studies are available in which scour
countermeasures were applied around circular piers;
contrary, no information of scour countermeasures are
observed around rectangular cross sectional piers, except
for a few studies of simple collar and riprap
countermeasures [25, 33-35] based on limited
experimental data.
Various researchers have recently examined a new
form of collar having provision of hook around circular and
octagonal pier shapes [26, 28]. They concluded that the
performance of pier protected with hooked collar is
satisfactorily improved in comparison to pier protected
with simple collar. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to
optimize the dimensions of hooked collar around
rectangular cross-sectional piers, based on the optimization
procedure recommended by Farooq et al. [28].
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Experimental Flume
All the experimental runs are conducted in a leveled
flume channel (length = 20 m, width = 1m, and depth =
0.75 m), having a recirculating system. The channel has
concrete base, having a straight entrance inlet, and
a thickness of 1.2 cm sidewall glass. The channel is
distributed in three parts: inlet, main section, and
outlet.The main segment includes uniformly graded layer
of sand bed which is 6 meter long and 0.3 meter thick and
the pier is centered at the middle of the sediment bed and
fixed on the bed of the flume with glue.This segment is
used to perform all scour experiments. The bridge pier is
positioned in such a manner that the pier's center overlaps
the flume's mid-section. A gated weir of rectangular shape
is placed towards the outlet segment of the flume, through
1975
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which flow discharge is measured. Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b show a
cross sectional and side view sketch of the experimental
setup.
(a)

mass of the sediments are finer, respectively). The
determined values of geometric standard deviation σg of
bed material is smaller than 1.30, which is usually
considered as the uniformly graded sediment's upper limit
[33]. Likewise, the friction angles and specific gravity are
αs = 30° and Sg = 2.60 for utilized bed particles,
respectively. Since Wp/d50 is more than 50 (Wp/d50 = 54.9),
with Wp = 5 cm as the width of pier, the scour hole becomes
negligible due to the effect of sediment size [36].

(b)

2.3 Flow Conditions

Figure 1 Detail of experimental rectangular flume (a) cross sectional view (b)
top view

2.2 Sediment Bed
The working section of about 6 m long is filled at a
height of 0.30 m with sand as can be seen in Fig. 1a. The
median sediment grain size d50 = 0.91mm is used for all the
experiments. The sediment size distribution has geometric
standard deviation of σg = (d84/d16)0.5, which is 1.20 (d16 and
d84 are the sediment size, for which 16% and 84% of the
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represents mean approaching velocity of flow, and g is
gravitational acceleration, against the corresponding flow
discharge is 0.27. Tab. 1 demonstrates the several
parameters of flow related to the experiments.
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noticed; this agrees well with [37] that reported that
contraction scouring effect becomes minimum when B/Wp
> 10. Thus, it is concluded for the current study that effect
of contraction scour is negligible.

(1)

In above equation h is the depth of flow and ke = 2d50
is the height of equivalent roughness.
2.4 Hooked Collar Countermeasure
Current study aims to investigate rectangular hooked
collar, an essential scour countermeasure around a
rectangular pier having 5 cm width. Hooked collar is
explored around rectagular pier by changing the dimension
of hooked collar wall height Hwh along with width Hw.
Hence, a range of combinations with four different widths
(Hw = 1.5Wp, 2Wp, 2.5Wp, 3Wp cm) and three sidewall
heights (Hwh = 0.15Wp, 0.3Wp, 0.45Wp cm) is examined.
The hooked collar thickness is adjusted as 5 mm [28].
Whilst the ratio of flume breadth 'B' to width of pier, B/Wp
is 20, at the contracted cross section no bed degradation is
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> 2.5 [20]. The Froude number, Fr  U

Table 1 Flow parameters for the sand bed
Critical
Critical
Average flow
Flow
Shear
Velocity, Uav / Velocity, Uc /
Intensity,
Velocity, U*c
m/s
U/Uc
m/s
/ m/s
0.35
0.39
0.022
0.90

The intensity of flow is kept as (U/Uc = 0.90)
maintining the condition of clear water in specified
experimental runs, in which Uc and U represent critical
value and average flow velocity at which the sediment
movement is initiated, respectively. In the current study,
the Shields chart is utilized to determine the critical shear
velocity (U*c) for sediment particles, as seen in Tab. 1.
Moreover, in each experiment, the critical flow velocity Uc
for rough bed materials is computed by logarithmic
average velocity equation, as follows [8]:

Uc

The discharge for all experimental runs is adjusted to
normalize the shear stress of bed and for the initial particle
movement at smooth layer, of median sediment size of
0.91 mm, it must not surpass the critical value. A flow rate
of 0.060 m3/s is maintained in all performed experiments.
In these experiments, the flow depth df is selected as 17 cm
so that flow shallowness effect can be mitigated i.e., df/Wp

Figure 2 Details of (a) scoured hole measuring points (b) hooked collar around
rectangular pier

Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b show the descriptions of points
selected to measure the scoured hole including the cross
sectional and pier side view protected with hooked
provision. Fig. 2b presents a schematic of a hooked collar
arrangment around pier, whereas Fig. 2a illustrates the
location of measuring points of the developed scoured
hole, and maximum depth of scour at the bridge pier's front
is located at L2. Here, coordinates (x, y, z) are streamwise,
bottom-normal to the flow and in transverse directions,
respectively. The global coordinates origin (0, 0 and 0) is
considered at the middle of pier and at the centerline of the
rectangular channel above the sediment bed surface.
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2.5 Experimental Procedure
Experiments are performed in two rounds for the
assessment of the efficient hooked collar around octagonal
pier as best performing dimension: (a) referenced phase
and (b) exploratory. An unprotected pier (run 0) and pier
protected with collar Co (run 0') are examined in the initial
stage. For the collared pier, the common place practice of
placing a collar at bed surface, three times wider than pier
width is tested.

Run
0
0'
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

In the second stage, the dimension of hook collar
sidewall along with width varied and it was analyzed which
was the most suitable configuration in shielding the
pierbase from local scouring. Therefore, fourteen
experimental runs in total are carried out: (a) two in
reference stage and (b) twelve in second exploratory stage.
In Specific, four runs are carried out for each selected side
wall height dimension by increasing collar width to find an
optimal rectangular hooked collar configuration.

Table 2 Characteristic control for the hooked collar parameters and generating scouring metrics
Hooked collar
Hwh/Hw
ds / cm
ds/ds'
Efficiency Ԑ / %
Sidewall height Hwh / cm
Width Hw / cm
15.9
0
10.3
0.65
35.22
0.75
7.5
0.10
8.4
0.53
47.17
0.75
10
0.08
8.6
0.54
45.91
0.75
12.5
0.06
9.0
0.57
43.40
0.75
15
0.05
9.2
0.58
42.14
1.5
7.5
0.20
7.6
0.48
52.20
1.5
10
0.15
7.9
0.50
50.31
1.5
12.5
0.12
8.2
0.52
48.43
1.5
15
0.10
8.4
0.53
47.17
2.25
7.5
0.30
8.1
0.51
49.06
2.25
10
0.23
8.5
0.53
46.54
2.25
12.5
0.18
8.9
0.56
44.03
2.25
15
0.15
9.0
0.57
43.40

In both stages, the flow conditions, protocols, and
experimental procedure are similar for all runs. For
example, from the 10.5 m of the flume inlet, the pier
without protection is vertically aligned on the sediment
bed, wherein the bed material is well compacted and the
surface of top layer is ensured to level with the
corresponding flume bed. The channel is then eventually
allowed to start filling with water, so that entrapped air is
removed from the sand bed. The scouring mechanism
started immediately in the first hour and with the aid of
three point gauges, the scouring depth at pier upstream
edges (L3, L3') and more importantly at pier front (L2) is
measured every 12 minutes (+0.1 mm accuracy) and from
thereafter measuring periods increased.

Figure 3 Details of experiments performed
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At the end of the test segment, the outlet segment
includes the sediment trap tank and outlet pipe. Experiment
is halted after 24 hours as the time duration of experiment
is approached [36] and water is carefully drained out of the
working section to maintain the scour pattern uneffected.
By utilizing hook gauge, the scoured depth and its profile
across the pier are precisely measured. From the middle of
the bridge pier the eroded profile is measured at a diameter
of 1.0 m with pier at the centre (Fig. 2). The details of pier
with and without protection in the flow channel are shown
in Fig. 3.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Scouring Depth Development
A significant parameter that is highly crucial for the
structural design of bridge piers is the final depth of scour
in proximity of a scour countermeasure. Moreover, for the
interpretation of scour systems dynamics and of the
variables attributable to geometrical and hydraulic
configurations, the time evolution is of key significance.
The intensity of flow and ratio of obstruction have also a
major impact on the final scoured depth as reported by
Pagliara and Carnacina [38, 39]. Furthermore, in the
current study, the time development of scoured depth at
final scoured depth location for unprotected pier and pier
with simple collar protected and hooked collar with the
similar conditions of flow, can be observed in Fig. 4. The
scouring hole depth gradually progresses for the pier
without any protection and approaches to a maximal depth
and then asymptotically reaches a normal state as reported
by [28]. Thus, it may also be mentioned that the rise in the
depth of scour decreases temporally. The observed
evidence shows that during the initial 5 hours of the
experimental run, almost 40% of final depth of scouring for
best hooked collar configuration (run 5) is reached, which
for the case of unprotected pier (run 0) is 70%.
1977
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Figure 4 Comparison of temporal scouring of pier without protection (run 0),
collared protected (run 0') and hooked collar protected (run 1 - 12) pier

The maximum scouring is first observed at the sides of
pier and afterwards shifted towards the upstream side of the
pier specifically at the pier front in all cases, when the pier
is unprotected and protected. Fig. 4 shows the temporal
development comparison of the scouring depth between
unprotected and protected pier. It can clearly be observed
that in all experimental runs with rectangular hooked collar
the scour depth initiates with delay mainly because of the
provision of hook which probably diminishes the initial
impact of downward flow at the upstream of the pier
thereby weakening the development of the horse show
vortex. Further, this initial delay further increased as the
width of the hooked collar reduced and the rate of scour
depth development reduced compared to collared and
unprotected pier. Likewise, for the collared pier the rate of
scour was delayed for short duration and then accelerated
until reaching the final scour depth.
3.2 Maximum Scour Depth
The maximum scoured depth variation of pier with and
without protection is reported in Fig. 5. The findings reveal
that the maximum scoured depth dsm has been substantially
decreased with the addition of hooked collar provision. For
instance, in the scenario where a hooked collar pier is
provided, the reduction is more evident relative to a collar
protected pier. In comparison, the decrease in the
performance for the collared pier and the optimal hooked
collar dimensions are 35.22% and 52.20%, relative to the
pier without protection.

Figure 5 Comaprison of final scour depth of rectangular hooked collar dimensions
with respect to collared pier
1978

Figure 6 Effects of various combinations of hooked collar configurations at
bed level

3.3 Rectangular Hooked Collar Assessment
Four different widths (7.5, 10, 12.5 and 15 cm) along
with the three sidewall heights (0.75, 1.5 and 2.25 cm) of
rectangular hooked collar are explored around the
rectangular pier shape. Hence, a long duration of 12
experimental runs corresponding to collar with hook
protection are performed. Fig. 6 shows a comprehensive
summary of hooked collar results, for example, four
different heights of the sidewall and three widths of hooked
collar are varied when it is fixed around pier at bed surface.
Interestingly, it is noted that by testing each dimension of
hooked collar width (run 1 - 4) for the smallest sidewall
height (i.e., 0.15Wp), the final scouring depth for the
smallest dimension of hooked collar width reduced
significantly at the upstream of pier. Consequently, this
observation was the same for all other cases, as wall height
dimension of hooked collar increased against various
widths.
Likewise, the process of scour enhancement is also
observed as the hooked collar sidewall height increases or
decreases from 0.3Wp (run 5, 6 & 11); after this dimension
the scouring hole starts scaling up its depth. More
specifically, this trend can be observed in run 1, 5 & 9, run
2, 6 & 10, run 3, 7 & 11 and run 4, 8 & 12. Certainly, the
key explanation for this increment in scouring depth is
Technical Gazette 28, 6(2021), 1975-1982
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possibly that after 0.3Wp, the rectangular sidewall height
(i.e., 0.15Wp) is too small to tackle the generation of the
horseshow vortex due to the downflow at pier front and
similarly for larger dimension of sidewall height (i.e.,
0.45Wp) the approaching water observes a large obstruction
and thus downward flow initiates at sidewall front,
generating vortex development. Indeed, the 0.3Wp sidewall
height is the most effective and efficient dimension to
reduce the maximum depth of scouring. Thus, the hooked
collar when fitted at bed level with sidewall height 0.3Wp
and width 1.5Wp is observed to be the optimum
configuration for rectangular hooked collar.

3.4 Scour Hole Profile
Fig. 8 shows the longitudinal profiles of the scoured
hole pattern observed at the location of the maximum depth
of scouring plotted for the unprotected and protected pier.
It can be seen that the longitudinal profiles of various
hooked collar dimensions show interesting scour patterns
with different upstream and downstream profiles, in
comparison with collared and unprotected pier, under the
same flow conditions. It can be seen that maximum length
of scour section along the longitudinal direction is
monitored for the experimental run 4 mainly because it has
the maximum depth of scour hole compared to other
hooked collar cases.
2
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Figure 7 Efficiency E versus Hd and Hwh attained with different hooked collar
provisions
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In Eq. (2), dp and dh represent final equilibrium
scouring depth computed at rectangular pier without
protection and pier with the hooked collar protection,
respectively.
It is further observed that by varying the width of the
hooked collar for three different sidewall heights (i.e.,
0.15Wp, 0.3Wp & 0.45Wp) seperately, the runs 1, 6 & 11 are
the most efficient and runs 4, 9 & 14 are the most
inefficient dimensions for each sidewall height selection,
reducing the scour depth in comaprison to unprotected pier
(run 0) 47.17%, 52.20% & 49.06% and 42.14%, 47.17% &
43.40%, respectively. From Fig. 7, the maximal percent
reduction of 52.20% for the hooked collar configuration
(run 5) is noted when the width of 1.5Wp and sidewall
height of 0.3Wp are applied compared to rectangular pier
without protection (run 0). Likewise, the effectiveness of
the collared pier is also observed and it is noted that
provision of collar is 35.22% effective compared to
unprotected pier. Interestingly, if the collared pier is
compared with the most suitable dimension of hooked
collar (run 5) for rectangular pier, the effectiveness of
hooked collar in terms of scour reduction is 26.21%.
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Moreover, for scour depth percent reduction Ԑ (%), the
efficiency of the suggested scour countermeasure for pier
is computed at the upstream base as specified below:
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Figure 8 Scoured profiles monitored at section L2 - L6 for several hooked collar
configurations, pier protected with collar and simple rectangular pier
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Likewise, the run with minimum scour hole depth is
observed to have smaller streamwise scoured length. Also,
the effect of reducing width of the hooked collar resulted
in the decrease of scour section length in longitudinal
direction. This decline is particularly more influential
when the sidewall height remains 0.3Wp for the hooked
collar pier.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, the upstream side slope of the
scoured hole in every experimental run is smaller than
downstream side and is near to the repose angle of
sediment material (αs = 32°). Furthermore, for the scoured
hole at pier front, the bed slopes are almost identical for all
profiles of various combinations of hooked collar runs
[28]. It can also be seen that the largest deposition pockets
of sediment are at the pier downstream.
3.5 Scour Hole Volume
The scour hole volume Vs, which indicates the loss of
soil amount at the pier base, is computed for all
experimental runs by applying Simpson rule of 3/8th from
the scoured contoured maps. In general, Vs progress is
observed when the width of hooked collar around the
rectangular pier against all sidewall dimensions is
maximum to the condition, when the width of the hooked
collar for all sidewall dimensions is the smallest. The
measurement of Vs is noted lowest at 0.012 m3 for the
optimal configuration of Hw and Hwh. This result indicates
a reduction of 77.2% in scour hole volume and for
maximum scour depth dsm is 52.2% compared to
unprotected pier.
The overall scour hole volume Vs, is also supposed to
decline with maximum scour depth as the scour depth
extent along streamwise is reduced with ds. An equation
fitted with the data established, as shown in Fig. 9,
precisely shows the characterization of the relationship
between ds and Vs. Studying the equation Vs = 2.1ds2, Vs
and ds are respectively in cubic meters and meters, scour
volume is observed to decline quadratically with ds.

helpful for post-flood remediation preparation [40], where
the final depth of scouring is usually calculated initially.
4

CONCLUSION

Current
study
presents thorough
hydraulic
experiments investigating the best rectangular hooked
collar dimension in terms of reducing local scour with
unprotected and protected collared pier as reference. The
main conclusions from this research are as follows:
1)
It is important to recommend a rectangular hooked
collar which may help to generalize the optimal
configuration to other dimensions for such type of pier
shapes. First, it is concluded that increasing collar width
beyond 1.5Wp is not effective and economical since scour
depth starts increasing and scour hole volume expands,
thereby exposing pier foundation more drastically
compared to other dimensions. Second, by varying the
hooked collar height along with hooked collar width, it is
noticed that by increasing or decreasing its dimension from
0.3Wp may result in scour increament thereby enhancing
the scour mechanism.
2)
The most effective hooked collar dimension to
protect pier against local scouring is when the width of
1.5Wp and sidewall height of 0.3Wp is applied around
rectangular cross sectional pier. In comparison with
rectangular pier without protection, its reduction
percentage is 52.2%.
3)
Scour countermeasure is an important parameter in
reducing scouring process. Current investigation proposed
a rectangular hooked collar around rectangular crosssectional pier as the most suitable pier modification
countermeasure.
4) The proposed equation for scour hole volume may be
effective for estimating the sediment material volume
around rectangular cross sectional piers necessary to fill
scoured hole in remediable filed work for post-floods
calculated.
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Figure 9 Scour hole volume computed in the vicinity of hooked collar pier. Dash
line curve is a quadratic curve (Vs = 2.1ds2) fitted over the data

The equation is similar to the one suggested by
Ebrahimi et al. [29], that is, Vs = 2.2ds2, in which Vs and ds
are in cubic meters and centimeters, respectively, in the
presence of debris for a sharp nose pier. This data may be
1980
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